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ConVeraation Monologue or. Dialogue 1
/- -

John A. Meacham

'St_ 6 Un versity New York at Buffalo

-kb

as an interrogation

questi6n, which is the

IS esearch on remembering better characterize d
7

o onversa ion, A a monologue or dialogue? This

topic of:this paper, is framed in thi

First, the terms are

particular way tor two reasons.

derived frot and will illustrate the dialectical

-per active. Second, research methodology in psyChology was elaborated

initiallywithin the context of learning and memory. research
/ -

methodology be c"riticized and changed, any suggestionS fo change

must.ultimAtely be Applicable within this most fundamental research

context. In this paper, three zonverkati or dialogues are described,

within which'researcher are potentially- involved. The thrust of the

PapOr is to'strengthen traditional research. ethodology by placing it:-

within and subordinating it to these conversations Or-dialogues.

The dialectical_ in psychology, as advanced by Riegel

(1978), and others, has provided various criticisms of traditional research

methodology. Unfortunately, these criticisms have often been assimilated

to non-dialectical, either -or frameworks. Thus, either dialectics is

ood as an argument against traditional-methodology, in which case

.a call is made to demonstrate a superior Methodoe6q..or, failing to

demonstrate a new methodology, dialectics is rejected. as not different

fro-. currently existing methodology.



A more appropriate framework for 'consideration

of the dialectical perspectiVe for research .methodology is however,

the contributions

that of dialectics itself. 'Within the dialectical-persPective, one is

not limited to relationships of either -cam. Instead, theor,- and methodology

may be conceptualized both as presenting cone, dictory demands-in a-
.

relationship of thesis and antithesis - -and also as consistent--es the-.

demands are integrated within a'superordinate synthesis. Thus dialettics

although contrasting with,and providing challenges to certain aspects of

traditional research methodology, can, at the same time,,irovide a context

within which to understand and strengthen traditional methodology.

The dialeCtical perspective may be summarized by referring to two "

basic principles First the primary emphasis is upon activity and

continuing changes, rather than upon stability and permanence. Researchers

and the objectsof their research are merely temporary stabilities within

the- flow of activities from which they are derived. Second, dialectical

models provide a significant role for social and historical contexts.

Thesecial-historiCal---dontext is not merely a-.supportive-context Within

which psychological activity, and research into that activity,may take

place; instead, this context itself is an active To ce in the development

of the individual and the elaboration of research methodology, and

proceeds along ap historical course in its own right (Meacham, 1977b).

Monologues a

These principles may be made more concrete by providing some examples.

*One of the domains to which the dialectical perspective,has been applied

that of social interactions or, to use a term I prefer, transactions
2

(Meacham, 19 7a). In addition to the exchange of products and money,



one may also - consider transactions ,involving the exchange of in

or language produtts fs for example, the .conversation or dialogue,

which two perdons alternate In sneaking, As: Riegel (1978, p..,52)--has

noted, dialogues maybe degctibed in terms

one point of the triangle refers to the first,

_

lineation; the second point of the trianle,Arefe_

statement or answer; and the third point refers to the next -etatement of

the first 'speaker. This third Statement is related not only to the

immediately preceding statement of. the 6ther person but also to :the

speaker's own preceding statement and thoughts. It is the task each

speaker to provide an integration or a synthesis of what has gone before,

namely, both his or her own previous statement and the responsa the

other speaker, which stand in a contradictory relationship as thesis and

antithesis.

As the conversation or dialogue continues, it may be deser bevies a'

series of adjoining triangles, with the replies of the speaketain the
A

irst triangle. providing the thesis antithedls which are-to be

integrated by the replies in the folloWing triangle. As long as the

sPeech_acts'of both speakers provide an integrationret'ayfithesis of both

the opponent's statements and the speaker',s own preceding statements,

the conversation will continue, an both speakers ill continue to tithange.

However when this condition is not met--for example, when one of the

speakers does not acknowledge the statements of the partner -then th-7 e

conversation or dialogue degenerates into an uncoordinated monologue and :\

a failure in communicati The speakers continue to spealcat intervald,

but the statmienta refer back only to each speaker's. Own preceding

statement's and no consideration is given to the questions raised and he

information provided by the p- tial*partner in the dialogue.



to regard the-deienerate conversation or dialogUe

with net all the relations impliedly the sides co

One,ofthese _uetions is that of interrogation,

the interrogation by the authorities of a person suspe

example, in

ted of having

committed a c Because the transaction servos the interests of only

one o the participants, the:donstruCtion and "exchange of information

not maximized as would be'the casein a conversation. Indeed, *he

suspect may refuse to reveal tethe'questiener infortStion'which could

- contribute to the outcome of the transaction. Much more likely is that

the suspect will simply remain confused, fer the-questions Which are

posed are grounded: in only the - preceding and thoughts of the

examiner and may indeed be intended to disclose 9s little information-

as possible to the suspect. From the examiner's point of viewie an

interrogation is designed to extract new information from the suspect

while '.t the same time providing as little information as possib to

the suspect. Additional examples of degenerate forms of the convrsation

tay be mentioned briefly the examination process in schools, dur n

which the student typically learns little' and formal presentations ~ "such.

as the present one, in. which the-author must assume the - difficult to k

0

the.minds-of the readers.

cipating and replyingto the questions which may be emerging

g eatest in those transactions which conform to the full dialogue pr

conversation form
, --

neverthele si th_e,paradigm for our research activities-

at least that in which many of us cone ive of our activities, and in

--which many of us are instructing our ,udents--is the paradigm of



interrogation, and notconVersation: OfmodOlogue, and not dialogue.

e

seek answers to our research questions by interrogating our subject

utter, but we do not provide information to our subject
-matter or permit

questions- be addressed to ourselves by the research participants, for

we might by so doing "bias" the answers which Are yielded't0 us. In the

reMainderof my presentation however, I will argue thaeWhAt wo do a

researchers should not be conceived simply as a monologue or interrogation.

Instead, our activities can be more appropriately described from a

dialectical persPeCtive as a conversation dialogue. Nevertheless,

our research methodology does not yet conform sufficiently to the structure

.

of a dialogue or conversation.

The SublectiveObjective Dialogue

\ The firs Af three 'principal conversations or'dialogueswithin Which'

researchers are involved is the relationship between the researcher's

subjective and objective domains. The subjective or personal domain

refers to the researcher's intuitions, values; and practical activities;

the objective domain refers to those.beliefs which have been validated'

through the agreement of many-obstrvers and through the coherence

among themselves. i'Researchets in the social sciences havethose teliefA

struggled to split apart the subjective from the objective domains,

cas aside the fot er and retaining the latter.in Its purity." In

this ma et; we, have attempted to'gtard'againgt our biases or prior
(

interpretations 'as. researchers, and we have.hoped to incvease the

generalizability of our conclusions.- But by 'forcing ourselves to .chocise
L

either subjectivity or Objectivity, we have given4'up the positive benefi

--dialogue or conversation between these two domains. From a



Oalectical'perspective, one recognizes the con ict between the .subjective-

to

and objective, between the synthesis and,ehe antithesis;,but._-atherthan

ohoosing-one over the.other, one _u

of#the two within_i higher-order synthes

e3iample,:my students and T have been inVe ti ing a category

of remembering befiaviers which,We have termed prospective rememb- ing.

Undir tand the Jationship.

Prbspective remembering refers to the remembering of memories that have -

implications for actions to be performed in the future, such.as stop pig:.

at the store or keeping an appointment. ,Prospective remembering; which

involves memories fromAhe,past but not necessarily about the past

be dtinguid-hed.from rettospectiVe remembering, which is the recall-

Of memories abbut the past. Remembering to lock the doors a night can

be distinguisheA from remembering whether -or not one has loc the

doors. This, research prograd(Meacham &j Dumitrd, 1976; Meacham & Le

.
.1975; Meacham h Singer, 1977)-developed out of my perception that a.*

great proportion of my o

Prospective typeappoin

the retrospective ,typo. -addition adults' reflections on their own

and their. children's memory lapses often seem More,concerned with'

instances of forgetting to carry out actions, than with the forgetting'

_f inforMation about tJe past. The point is that a. complete' descriptioq
1-

mTre-earch methodology requires attention to both the subjective

practical remembering- activity is of the
- .

deadlines, commitmentsrather than

and the objective domains.
3_

The subjective-domain,prov des the,conttxt for7the processea.o

discove and creativity, in the -ecogaitIon of contradiction and in the



decision. to

At the suhjective impresSions are made concrete

their validation in the objective deMain. The objective studies derive

their-meaning from their relationahip to the intuitions and the practical

activities of theresearcher.' Because in, much contemporary research

on remembering the dialogue between thesubjective and the objective

no longer- permitted, this research often. lacks social' and-hisiorical

v,

ignificance. The.traditional paradigm for research on remembering-7

determination of the amount that can be recalled some period of tine
1,

following prp*entation of the materialwaS meaningful and appropriate

in history wile-, rapid printing of books technology for copying,

tion7retrieval systems were not yet available to reduce our

at a rim

and ihfo

dependence. upon retrospective enmmbering, and when information' committed

by rote to memory did not beCome obsolete

04eachaM, 197

he potential wine of-dialectics as anmtaPhor (Riegel _eaeham,

in press) should not be ovrlookedi.although the implications for research
r

methodolegy.are perhaps soMewhat indirect. The-notions of continuing

change, lind the thisisantithesissynthesis framework, have not yet

been utilized as models in the social sciences as fully as possible.

Elsewh (Meatham,'1976),.I have- suggested that the view that memories

are valuable to the extent that they are entirely accurate and nent-

icallyfactors which are measured ill memory research - -is paradoxical,

given the widespread entthatwe alter and distort our memories:

to suit our present mo vations. In addition our priMary means= of



validating me- es is not'through-aasessing their corresporldence 4Ith

e past, but rather by determining whether they provide information

useful or appropriate in the present In short, a dialectical-which'is

model of memories 41641d emphasize the .changing natureOf memories,

ratherthan their accuracy-and permanence (see Meacham? 1977a, for an

outline of such a dialectical model of remembefing).

_example of the uef dialectics as

a second

a metaphor, Keller- (1978). has

'propo!fd a new conCeptualization of Erison's ego integrity versus

despair cri is.of late adulthood,'e.ecarding to which egointegrity is.-

redefined as a synthesik apposing issues and attitudes. pf several

measures of a o integrity, °this synthesis measure was most strongly`

related_ to the.other variables in an interview study with fifty older

adults.

the Researcher-Partieipialogue
, -

The second of the three dialogues is that between thesearcher
.

and the participants in the -- research study, _ria dIalogue or conve ation,

both participants contribute to and change dUring the =Course Of the

transaction; in a monologue 7or -interfClgation, change is minimal and

new information ri created. When one considers change. in the- esearch

participants a central conaideration.must bethat.of res arch ethics.

Withinthecontext ofa traditional, non-dialectical research meth dology,

research, ethics -ortunately regarded as merely A-peripheral issue,

4or the assumption, is that the research participant iamerely.observqd,

but is not changed during the course'of the investigation. FroM a

-dialectical perspective, however 'both the participante in a dialogue

or conversation Are _cons antly changing, and so issues of of



. -
privacy,Anforted'consent

4
onfidentiality, protection from hatm, and-

.

direct benefit of research-to the-participadts are paramount.

In addition, our -research' methodology in the area of-rem mbering

been designed to impede-the active involvement of- the

-in the research activity. Let me illustrate, by citing an oftenquoted

sentence from Wbedworth and Schlosberg (1954) textbook on Experimental

Psychology "SuCh aids in memorizing-,[as relying on familiar items and
fi

patterns] are naturally regarded_with much favor by 0 [the organism.

but E [the experimenterl would like to be rid ofthem. They make the

_ - -
learning-task less uniform and introduge variability and unreliability

into the quantitative, results. Besidesi E wants to study the formation

of new associations, not 0's clever utilizgtion-of old one " p. 708).

This research methodology, one in which the researcher maintains thee

,initiative.in interrogating the research participants, deIng the

valueof the research,and Timiting.the ways, in= which the research

participants may respond--a monologue and not a dialogee--prevented

us fot several decades fromunddrstanding that people when they memorize'

engage in a variety of activities such as organizing labeling, rehearsing,

visual and verbal elaboratien, etc. (Hagen, Meacham, & Mesibov; 197

Btacham,-1972). Riegel (1975) has argued that efforts separate the

researcher from the research participant destroy the very basis Upon

which psychologieal inquiries rest.i!.

CO

The research methodology of interroga

sequences when ap7pfied to assess the sb

n may .havedisaitrous

es of Oldet,and'disadvaotaged.,

o

person Riegel, 1978- p 150). Neither the researcheri nor the old--

persons are -ble to do their bes --the earcher isinSecure because_

of his young age d the revival of previoui parent-child relationships'



d thaaldif
--;

conversatio

of the elder pe

petsah ss ecru

giving the _eae4rcher credit for the good performa

reveal potential defieiencie

s to fret bath theme

.

they would 'be in dialogue or

as Vell.asthe partidipant ,receiving credit

for theif oWn.perforMance. The assessment of performance is.now a

cooperative- dialogue, and likely to be

one - sided , - competitive interrogation.

The research methodology of inferrogation, rather than amliersati6n,-

re productive, rather than a

retarded the investigation of autobiographical recall (Meacham &

Perrotta, 1978) There can be little doubt that autobiographical recall-

. j *

k

. or reminiscing is eitremelyimportaht in the construction and- maintenance

elf7concept and identity; and perhaps in the establishment f ego

egrity.in'late adulthood and'old,aga Age am,41:1 1977). Yet..unf"il

recently there-has been little consi=deration's f the processes whicli may

be- involved -in such remembering The ack of attention to th-i

;topic derives from the Incompatibility of a research pacadigm which,

calls for the participant to remain.unchanged, with-a remembering

process which by its nature can be expectedisto have anlimpact upon the

participant's self-image.

Up to this point, my attention

research participant is expetted or

course the research a.ctivit

the 'extent to which the

o change during the

One may ask_similar Questions aboutQuestions
, -

the researcher: k What is the criterion far deciding that sufficient

data hdve been gath
,N-

ed so as to accept a h othdais valid,



abandon a line -earch as _unlikely to eve frUitful These

queations'are rarely discussed, becausetn ur t aditional research
41

paradigm the researcher is also not to be changeable, j

the research participant does not change. I mUst step outside the

ry research in order cite a positive example,and thatarea

from Skinner's well-known article, "A case history in scientific method

Skinner (1956) gives as a first principle of scientific research: 'When

you r un onto something interesting, drop everything else and study it"

(p. 42).

The. Researcher- Society Dialogue

The last of the three dialbiues is that which relates the researcher

or the consequences Of one's research activities. One research finding

society at large. ssue here is social action and responsibility

on remembering with potential implications for public policy was the.

suggestion by Kagan and Klein,(1973) 'based upon data from selected

groups of children in Guatemala and in the Boston area, that "recall

and recognition memory arebasiccognitive functions that seem to mature

in a regular way in a natural environment" (p. 955) they had found. that

what appeared to be differences in performance between the two groups at

an earlier age, were considerably reduced at a later age. At.the time

of their first report, there were many ..whe were concerned that date

such as these, attributing a strong. role to maturational patterns as

opposed to environmental shaping in development, could be used-as an

argument for- reducing the federal government's -esponsibilities,in the

area of preschool education.



Unfortunately, the finding,of either similarities or differences

Along ,a single dimension recognition memory for picturesin,

cross-Lcultural research is open numerous interpretations. I,subsequently

carried out study in Guatemala Mecham, 1975> 'Showing the dependence

f the pattern'of children's memory, ,abilitiesupon the specific social

and hisprical,conditions within which.the children develop. Studies

by Reese (1975), showin'g the impact of "Sesame Street" upon the deVelop-

ment of children's ability to uaiimagery in paired - associate learning,

and by Wagner (1974 )., who demonstrated the impact of formal education

upon the development of the ability to rehearse while remembering, are
4 '

consistent with my,position. The point is that even researdCi_ an

area as basicias that .,of remembering can have social Action'itaplications;

Certainly these implications are greater in may other areas of psychology.

The relationship between the researcher and the social context

ought to be seen as a dialogue or conversation. The researeher s actions--

and, to the same exent, lack of actions--have an impact upon -the social

context. Similarly, the social context influences researchers their

choice of questions to pursue, their choice of research methodology,

and their interpretations of the -data. Kvale 1975)., for example, has

argued that the traditional paradigm for research on remembering has

been based upon the task requirements for individual workers on

industrial assembly lines. Hultsch and Hickey (1975) have provided an

excellent review of the issue of external validitygeneralizability of

,research findings beyond the immediate experimentfrom both a non

dialectical and a:dialectical -perspectiVe. Froillthe latter perspective,

concerns for external validity assume priority over construct, internal,

and statistical conclusion validity.



Conclusions

In closing, let me addreds the questioni-what is the uniqUness'of

the dialectical perspective in the description of these three dialogue's

conversationswithin the researcher, between the researdher and the

participants, and between-the researcher and tcie social-historical contexts

The dialectical, perspective perm its us to not have to choose' one. of

1

partners indach dialogue over the other, -to not have to accept

objectivity, an authoritarian stance as areseareier, and social /sole--

tion, while rejecting creativity and.tleaningfulness, the interests of.

the research participants, and social responsibility. From- a dialectical

perspective, each of these derives its meaning from its relationship

with the other. It is the continual tension between these theses and

antitheses which provid- ovement within a program of research.

Practically spea_ __g, what doe one do with,this framework which

has been presented? We ought to oaden our concepts of and our teaching

of research methodology, to i ude not merely sampling procedures,

experimental design, etc., but also an examination of the researcher's

involvement in the three dialogues Which were outlined: particular,

although we and our students are keen on testing and rejecting hypotheses,

we too often have little sense for how to generate meaningful _hypotheses

ler potential validation. Second, doubt there are few g aduate

programs in which more than a few honrs,of instruction are required on

the interests of and the protection-of research participants... Third,

we and (Air students often have insufficient regard for how our research,

is infr&nced by ourdwn.developmental.histories and by the times in

Which we live, nor do we appreciate the extent to which our own actions-,

or lack of acting -scan change_ that social_context.
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Still, one may argue what been said leaves'traditional research

Methodology intact. Nevertheless, it has been embedded within a

:broader context which deemphasizes the significance attached-to t aditional.

search methodology., Of -course one may do this Without dialectics,

but 'the rationale for the task is easier to apprehend from a dialectidal_

pe pective. Dialectics makes apparent the need to attend to methodology,

since methodology is not neutral, but mediates between the researcher

-and that which becomes known. Fromm a dialectical perspective, research

ts

methodology is more important than from a non- dialectial perspective.

Let me illustrate this with a different metaphor: '.i7loany children

have pulled the wings from a butterfly, hoping to diSc so doing

what makes it fly, ,but have not found the explanation ia cattered

pieces? The understanding of how the butterfly' flies vonl nly

from successfully reassembling the butterfly. Similarly, in the history

of our research methodology,.we have stripped away the various aspect

the researcher's intuitions,' the participant activity, the-social--

historical context, etc.--so as to have a pure, objective method. But

this defining of the theses and antithaseshas been only a fir

essential step; the ultimate success of our research methodology depends

upon` he_reassembly and coordination of all the aspectswithin a

dynamie,synthesis.
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Footnotes

D. F. HultsCh (Chair ), Implications of a dialectical perspec

for research methodology. Symposium presented at_he meeting of the

American Psychological Association, Toronto, August 1978. Many of the

ideas in this paper arose-in discussions at. the Fourth Dialectical

Psychology Conference,'Shimer College, Mt. Carroll, Illinois, June 1977.

In addieioni I wish to thank Marilyn Zivian for her critical reading of

an earlier draft.

'nese two terms may be distinguished as follows: Interaction

assumes elemets which Can be located and described independently of

one another. ',Inquiries can then be made into the relationship between

these elements, that is, the banner in which each element acts causally

upon others. The-term transaction, on the other hand, refers to an

assumed activity, fro_ which elements are derived as secondary categories.

Buyer and seller are examples of elements which depend for their definition

:upon a prior assumption of a transactional activity. Once an activity

of exchange is assumed, then buyer and seller may be defined easily

as the-elements derived from a reciprocal and permanent exchange; borrower

and lender may be defined as the elements derived from a one-way,

temporary exchange; and thief and victim by a one-way, permanent exchange

(Meacham, 1977a).

3I have extended this theme.of prospective remembering n interpreting

some data on relationships between verbal and motor actions in Luria-

t task. -The.dataiare consistent with the view that the development

of remembering abilities in very young children derives frcom their attempts

to remember the goals nf futOre actions, rather than information about

the past (Meacham, 1978, in press).
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